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Purpose:

Additions:

This addendum adds Paragraph 5.3 and 8.2 to RIA TE & CM-212,
Issue No. 3, dated November 1970, to cover several situations
which have developed since release of the basic document.
Add Pera.graphs
as follows:

5,3 through 5.33 and 8.2 through

8.23 to read
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8.22

When one and two gong ringers are mixed on a long
loop, more electrical
power will be required to
provide an adequate ring than if only two gong ringers were
UBed. As a result,
if difficulties
of this type a.re encountered, use ot two gong ringers in place of single gong
units should be attempted.
8.23

In the event that more extension ringers are desired
than can be rung over a given loop, a ring-up rel~
can be used as described in Paragraph 5.23.
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